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GLOBAL APPAREL BRANDS’ SHARE PRICE DECLINE OUTPACE
COTTON ILLUSTRATING THE MAYHEM OF THE MARKETS

T

he global markets outside China have been in
total panic during the last week as the China
Wuhan Virus spread across Europe and the US,
triggering a variety of rash actions that are having a
major impact on economic activity. The spread of
the virus caused lots of soul searching on a country’s
interaction with China, as Iran. for example, faced
a full-scale pandemic. As top leadership became
sick, speculation mounted that the virus was being
spread by Chinese diplomats that were infected. In
Italy, the hardest hit country in Europe, the massive
outbreak was traced back to Chinese textile workers
coming back after their New Year holiday. In the US
and Australia, cases expanded due to the extensive
interactions between the two countries. Adding to the
anxiety has been China’s continued refusal to allow
unfettered access to Wuhan and other locations in
order to develop reliable data regarding the period the
virus can occur without symptoms or even where the
virus really originated. The Chinese Communist Party

continued to care more about propaganda, attempting
to suggest the virus had not come from China. Such
foolish behavior has only added to the difficulty in the
international community as it attempts to seek answers
and solutions. It reached the point Friday that the US
called the Chinese Ambassador in for a dressing down
over the propaganda comments. The result was that
all nations were taking bold actions, including the US,
that continued to close public gatherings and extended
work-at-home orders.
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a 1.99% market share (Li Fung). Nike, which competes
heavily with Adidas, has seen its share value drop
29.4% since its January highs. Nike is the second largest
apparel retailer in China.

For cotton, even record export sales to non-Chinese
markets were not enough to stem the speculative
selling, as the same Algo systems sold cotton that
also sold to every asset class. The panic appeared to
reach some level of crescendo on Thursday when
commodities collapsed, equities crashed, and the
developing country currencies moved to new record
lows against the USD. The Mexican Peso suffered
a one-day loss of 4.76%, and the Brazilian Real lost
3.18%. Many of the major apparel brands experienced
a 10% fall in their share prices on the opening. Many
were hit by the dual influences of having large sales in
China and a China supply chain exposure, along with
depending on the US market for much of their sales.
Every major market in the world for these brands was
under threat of a recession.

HLA is a Chinese company listed in China and is the
third largest apparel retailer in China. Its shares have
fallen only 15.42%, which is mainly due to the lack of
a free market in China. Selling on the Chinese stock
exchanges has been prohibited since reopening. Shares
of Uniqlo, the Japanese Fast Fashion retailer, have
declined by 26.8% since the January highs. Uniqlo is
the fourth largest apparel retailer in China. H&M shares
trading in the US are down 36.16% since their January
highs.

As May cotton moved below 60 cents for the first time
in the current crisis, the market has now lost 18.76%
of its value since making a January high at 73.08.
However, this pales compared to the losses that many
of the global apparel brands’ share prices have lost. We
looked at a snapshot of the major brands and found
massive losses. The largest loss by the brands we
observed occurred at Under Armour, which has seen
its share price decline 52.9% from its January highs.
Adidas, a household name in much of the world, has
seen its shares fall by 43.4% from their January highs,
with 10% of that decline occurring on Thursday alone.
Adidas is the number one apparel retailer in China with

The performance of these share prices illustrates how
uncertain the market is as to how the China Wuhan
Virus will impact apparel trade. No data is available
in the US since some of the dramatic measures have
been adopted. In Italy, up until the end of the week,
department stores remained open for shorter hours
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until the government banned all store opening except
those deemed essential. This of course will increase the
negative impact of the country’s lockdown. In the case
of Adidas, it has reported that its first quarter revenue
will fall 10%, reducing its annual profit by 450-570
million USD. It has estimated that first-quarter 2020
Chinese sales will fall a billion Euros or 1.13 billion
USD. Moreover, it estimated sales in Japan and South
Korea will fall 100 million Euros in the first quarter
as well. There are also concerns about a delay in the
Japanese Olympics, which could add an additional 5070 million Euros in losses, along with the Euro Games.
This announcement was made prior to the US NBA and
other major sports postponing their nearby games. Prior
to the China Wuhan Virus, the company had forecast
2020 growth of 6-8%.
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Currently, the China Wuhan virus will impact the
fall 2021 apparel collections. Orders were already
placed for many of the larger collections for 2020,
which explains why most spinners are focused on
orders that are now being filled. Thus, the real impact
of the current crisis will be felt 8-12 months out.
Governments around the world are attempting to get
ahead of the crisis with stimulus packages. Australia
announced a 17.6 billion Australian dollar or 11.4
billion USD stimulus. US President Trump took bold
action late Friday, declaring a national emergency and
other major economic programs.
Using the Adidas estimates as a guide suggests that
the hardest hit retail sector will occur in China as we
have previously featured. The data indicates the return
to work has been progressing slowly in China, with
the government still enforcing strict rules on social
distancing, quarantine, and worker movement. None
of this has been conducive to returning mall traffic
to anywhere near normal. Many apparel companies
have attempted to motivate e-commerce sales. Chinese
textile apparel companies face a dual set of Black
Swan events. The first is a collapse in domestic apparel
demand and orders, and the second is the spread of the
Wuhan Virus to Europe and the US. This means that the
economies of China, Japan, South Korea, Europe, and
the US have all been negatively impacted by the Wuhan
Virus, and apparel retail demand will fall in the near
term.
The fall in demand will build unsold inventories of
retailers and brands of collections ordered 6-12 months
ago. The more serious impact will come for 2021
orders that are being formulated over the next few
months. They will likely reduce volumes, but the extent
of the decline will be difficult to measure given the
uncertainly. Speculation is that the virus will sharply
decline as temperatures increase during the summer.
If so, the duration of the shutdowns could, under that
theory, be only 30-60 days. If that proves to be true,
then apparel sales will suffer only minor disruptions.
However, longer disruptions will mean a significant
disruption to the 2021 collections.
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CHINA’S COMERCIAL INVENTORIES SUGGEST VERY POOR
COTTON USE IN FEBRUARY, AS EXPECTED

C

4,700 tons from a month earlier and much lower than
year-ago levels of 809,300 tons. Overall, the survey
confirmed that cotton use in February was down
about 75% as we have been expecting given that most
spinners were closed 80% of the month.

hina’s record commercial cotton inventory,
as measured by the China Cotton Association
Monthly Survey, fell only 39,300 tons or 180,564 bales
in February. This compares to the local estimates of
consumption, BCO, which was placed at 3.005 million
bales monthly. The inventory is the estimate of stocks
outside of mills and the Reserve. The data would
have included mill purchases and any new ginning
volume. Total unsold commercial stocks were estimated
at 4,972,600 tons or 22.847 million bales, which is a
record for the time period and is 407,400 tons larger
than a year ago. One feature was that much of January
cotton imports were unsold and went into bonded
warehouse stocks. The survey showed that unsold
bonded warehouse stocks rose 53,000 tons during
February and stood at 229,000 tons or 1,052,141 bales.
That is a very large volume of imports to be unsold and
held in bonded warehouse stocks. These stocks need to
be cleared before fresh export demand can occur.

We continue to believe Chinese cotton use has fallen
sharply and that recovery will be very slow, as both
domestic and export orders are expected to recover
very slowly. Current estimates suggest that spinning
operations have experienced the largest recovery in
Shandong, Zhejiang, and Jiangsu, while Guangdong
and Henan have been very slow to recover. One
Chinese survey showed that the average operating
rate of cotton spinners last week was only 40% of the
pre-virus level. Xinjiang has been very slow to return
to work as lots of Han Chinese have not returned and
appear to be waiting until they are more confident the
virus outbreak is truly under control.
January and February textile and apparel exports fell
sharply. Total textile exports fell 19.9% from a year ago
at 13.772 billion USD, while apparel exports declined
by 20% at 16.0623 billion USD. Exports to the US and
Japan fell sharply, and exports to South Korea, Iran,
and Italy all collapsed. Chinese companies reported that
overseas buyers were canceling orders and that unsold
apparel stocks were rapidly accumulating. Domestic
back-to-school sales have collapsed due to either
the postponement of classes or movement online.
Several apparel retailers have turned very aggressive in
discounting online apparel prices.
Domestic polyester prices have moved sharply lower,
with the price for a large volume of polyester staple
falling to around 6,000 RMB a ton or 39 cents a lb. PET
chips also followed the decline, as did the poly yarns.
China’s ZCE Cotton futures also posted large losses for
the week.

The CCA survey showed mill stocks at the end of
February stood at 721,800 tons, which is down only
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INDIAN DOMESTIC PRICES HIT NEW LOWS FOR
SEASON AS RUPEE/USD EXCHANGE RATE FALLS

T

he Indian Rupee/USD exchange rate fell to a record
low on March 12 at 74.34 per USD, which helped to
push the local spot price of a Shankar-6 1 1/8 ex-gin to a
new seasonal low of 65.90 cents a lb. By Friday the price
had slipped to 65.30. Some fresh export offtake was
noted of Indian styles into Bangladesh and Indonesia.
Export offers out of Indian shippers have Shankar-6 1
5/32 offers at 800 points on May and 1 1/8 at 750 points
on. Indian Grade 72 roller ginned 1 1/8 is offered at 400
points on May, and Grade 71 at 250 point on May. Daily
arrivals have fallen to near 100,000 bales a day due to
holiday influences.
The CAI estimated the 2019/2020 crop at 35.45 million
170 kg bales and imports at 2.5 million bales, with a total
supply of 41.150 MB against consumption of 33.10 MB,
leaving a surplus of 8.05 million 170-kg bales. Exports
are expected to reach 4.2 million bales, leaving Indian
stocks of 3.85 million 170-kg bales.

ITALY TEXTILE AND APPAREL OPERATIONS ATTEMPT
TO MAINTAIN SHIPMENT AS RETAILERS CLOSE

I

t appears Italy is attempting to model its response to
the Wuhan Virus after China, with the announcement
of a full countrywide closure of all retail stores except
for grocery and pharmacy stores. Unlike China, which,
as a full command and control Communist government,
rules by decree, the Italian government, which faces
a vote, must be less forceful in its approach. Up until
Wednesday of last week retailers in the lockdown zones
were still operating, but at reduced hours. Now, all but
groceries and pharmacies have closed, which will be
extremely costly for the retail apparel and luxury sector.
Textile and apparel operations seem to still be operating
on a reduced scale, with a heavy focus on the safety of
workers. Marketing and sales departments are operating

from home, while the focus is on shipment of existing
orders. Some fabric and apparel companies have also
taken the unusual step of working jointly to fulfill orders.
Italian companies report some cancelation of orders from
China and a switch to Italian companies.
Some companies have shut operations altogether, but
most are working shorter hours under safety conditions.
Goods are still allowed to move and have not been
embargoed. Airfreight to the US will be disrupted by
the travel ban on flights between the US and Europe,
but Fed Ex and UPS will continue to operate. Many
companies have told suppliers that a week to ten-day
delay should be expected in orders.
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Domestic retail at a standstill means orders to that sector
will be slowed and affected for some time. Northern
Italy has a direct link to Wuhan, which has made it the
hot spot for the Chinese Wuhan Virus. Earlier, the region
had a significant influx of Chinese investment in the
textile and apparel business, with approximately 100,000
Chinese from Wuhan allowed to migrate there to work in
the textile operations. Direct flights to Wuhan were also
established.

US EXPORT SHIPMENT PACE MUCH HIGHER
THAN REPORTED BY USDA
determined the final price. The young programmers
that wrote today’s systems say we old timers are living
in a different age. However, from our viewpoint,
these systems are easy to understand, and they
present opportunities for the Trade and those who
do their research and produce record volumes for
the exchanges. At the same time, they make trade
execution much more expensive, as the HFT versions
front run Trade orders and stops, a practice that was
illegal for centuries prior to the for-profit exchanges.
The daily volume on the CME is now more than twice
that of a few years ago, as the Algorithmic systems
wreak havoc across all asset classes, moving prices
on every headline. The same is true on the stock
exchanges. So, like it or not, it is the “Age of the
Machines.”

I

f one were to measure the merits of the USDA March
World Supply Demand Report by the price behavior
of ICE futures, one would assume a neutral to negative
report. The reason lies in how the Algorithmic systems
were programmed to react to the USDA report. The
Algorithmic systems that rule ICE futures have never
impressed us due to the fact that their differences from
the many “Commodity Systems” of old, which were
promoted as the keys to success, appear to be minor,
with the speed of execution the primary difference.
While Artificial Intelligence is all around us and it has
changed our world, the root of the AI systems is the
data input they receive.
AI programmers run countless tests to measure
what has moved the futures, but not what ultimately

Back to the USDA March reports, the sister report to
the WASDE, which is not part of the Algo programmers’
data input, cotton’s World Markets & Trade. This
report contained a development far more important
than the very late USDA adjustments to China’s
cotton consumption that had been overestimated for
years. The USDA brought to our attention a problem
that surfaced the past two seasons when the Census
Bureau’s export data showed that the US had shipped
a larger volume of cotton than the USDA weekly
reporting system had reported. The Census Bureau data
is again showing the same problem, with 693,000 more
bales of cotton shipped than reported by the USDA
in the August-January time period. That confirms that
the USDA reporting system is failing to cover some
6
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exporters, which strongly suggests, first, that even
with slower than required USDA weekly shipments
the US will meet the USDA’s 16.5 million bale target.
Second, the US could easily exceed the USDA target,
as total season underreporting may exceed a million
bales. It means the US carryover will likely drop to
4.5-4.8 million bales, which is a dramatically different
supply and demand balance of over seven million bales
that was feared at one time. The USDA also has been
steadily reducing the 2019/2020 crop, lowering it to
302,000 bales in the March WASDE following the slow
pace of ginnings, which lowered the US carryover to
5.1 million bales.
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focused in three countries; Vietnam (211,000 bales),
Pakistan (152,000 bales), and China (142,000 bales).
These developments were overshadowed by the Algo’s
focus on the WASDE changes. The USDA raised world
production by a net 263,000 bales, with the reductions
in the US offset by a 300,000-bales increase in Brazil,
235,000-bales increase in Chad, and 130,000-bales
increase in Tajikistan. Consumption was lowered a
net 852,000 bales following a 1.0 MB reduction in
China. The USDA has been steadily lowering world
consumption for several months as it reduced Chinese
consumption. The USDA estimate is now in line with
our pre-virus estimate of 36.5 million bales, which
is still overestimated by 3-4 million bales due to the
Wuhan Virus.

The bulk of the underreporting by the USDA has been

AUSTRALIAN RAINS CONTINUE BUT NEW SOUTH WALES’
DAMS ARE STILL NEAR EMPTY

Empty NSW dams

Water flowing into Cubbie Station Dams for first time 2012

ustralia’s traditional cotton belt continues to receive
scattered pockets of rain, and on-farm locations
have received widespread rains, which has allowed
on-farm storage units to be rebuilt for the first time in
years. At the same time, the rains have allowed dry
rivers to return to flowing, with the flows now reported
throughout a large block of the Murray Darling River
system. The runoff has boosted the environment, and
soil profiles are much different with the cotton belt now
green. February rains in both New South Wales and
Queensland were rather substantial. Moree reported 95
mm, Narrabri 177 mm, Wee Waa 173 mm, Gunnedah
received 164 mm, Tamworth 202 mm, Dubbo 82 mm,
Griffith 88 mm and Hillston 41mm. Queensland’s cotton
areas reported widespread rains in February which
continued into March. From 10 to 64 mm has been
reported through March 12th. The rains have been a
lifesaver for soil moisture and on-farm storage, which
can be pulled during certain flood stages. However, the
rains have also exposed the difficulty in refilling the

dams that provide the irrigation. The lack of a national
water policy that captures the annual excessive rains
of northern Queensland and efficiently moves it to
areas of production has again been exposed. Crucial
water is wasted and flows out to sea after causing flood
damage.

A

We have talked about the crucial necessity to
implement the Bradfield Scheme, which would capture
Queensland’s rainfall. The foolish nature of the current
policy is illustrated every day as highlighted by the
millions spent on idling the massive desalination plants
with the current level of the major dams, even after the
recent rains. The most improvement has been noted
in Queensland. However, only two dams have shown
dramatic improvement. The Beardmore Dam was only
25.2% full a year ago, and today it is 99.9% full. The
Coolmunda Dam was 15.3% full a year ago, but it is
now at 33.7%. The balance of the dams have mixed
water levels. The Fairbairn dam is 17.9% full versus
7
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11.8% a year ago, Collide Dam is 33.5% full, down from
54.5% a year ago, Cania Dam sits at 56.5% full, down
from 77.1% a year ago, and Leslie Dam, which serves
the Darling Downs, is only 15% full vs. 7.5% a year ago.
The dam levels in the NSW agriculture belt are
shocking in their lack of improvement, which is an
issue with the catchment areas that make it a difficult
task to fill. By comparison, the north Queensland
areas experience rainfall that can be so intense that
the proposed dams under the Bradfield Scheme would
fill much more rapidly. The Greens and Labor Parties
and lack of bold leadership have kept this scheme
from being implemented. In the Border regions, the
Glenlyon Dam is only 14.3% full and the Pindari Dam
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is 9.8 %, with both up only marginally from the lows.
The Gwydir Dam, despite the rains, is only 10.9% full,
which is down from last year’s 11.9%. The Keepit Rock
dam, which supplies the Namoi Valley, is 12.2% full,
which is not much different than being dry. The Split
Rock dam is only 4% full, or, better put, 96% empty
and dry. Both these dams are crucial for large tracts of
irrigated acreage.
The remaining NSW dams are also very low. The
Burrending Dam is only 6.4%, Windamire 26.2%,
Burrinjuck Dam is 37.1% full, and Wyangla Dam is
12.8% full. In the Riverinia, the success is the Cargelligo
Dam at 81.7% of capacity. The Carcoar Dam is down
to 12.3% full, and Hume Dam is 16.9% full. Outside the
Cargelligo Dam, any allocations at current levels will be
small. Most growers are focused on farm storage.
The dams that provide the bulk of the irrigation have a
long way to go before the industry will be at capacity.
There is no doubt that a much larger cotton crop will
occur in 2021, which will exceed 1.8-2.0 million bales,
but it will be far below the larger production levels
unless the dams fill. Even in the Southern Valley,
cotton could be outbid for water from the large almond
acreage.
CFR Asia offering levels for the 2020 and 2021 crops
remain unchanged.

E N J OY T H E G R E AT F E E L O F
1 0 0 % A L L - N AT U R A L C O T T O N

E X PA N D I N G C O T T O N C O N S U M P T I O N I N A N E W S U P P LY C H A I N F O R G R O W E R S

F I EL D TO CLOS ET™
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BRAZILIAN GROWERS SLOW SALES EVEN AS
REAL/USD EXCHANGE RATE COLLAPSES
it to a record low of 5.0258 per USD before it recovered
to 4.7169. The 2020 crop is bid from merchants at
300 points on Dec 2020, and the current level of the
futures has made this an extremely unattractive price
since prices collapsed. The BBM 2020 crop sales have
692,663 tons registered out of a crop of 2,853,700 tons.
Taking non-BBM sales into consideration, this suggests
that growers are near a third sold, but at the moment
the selling has stopped.
CONAB last week raised the 2020 cotton crop to
2,853,700 tons or 13,111,325 bales, which reflected a
small increase from the previous estimate. 2021 sales
from growers have reached 200,396 tons on the BBM,
while early indications are for a decline in acreage.
Growers face a shortage of cotton pickers for the 2020
harvest, and the Real exchange rate collapse has made
purchases difficult. Growers also will face much higher
input cost in 2021 due to the exchange rate unless
the Real appreciates. Export shipments have slowed
and Chinese demand has dried up, leaving Brazilian
exporters with larger unsold inventories.

U

nlike soybeans, there is no strong Brazilian
market in Real for cotton. Thus the collapse in
the exchange rate has not triggered significant grower
selling. Brazil has very in-depth foreign exchange
and liquid equity markets that draw heavy global
participation. Last week this was a negative when the
Brazil stock market collapsed, falling nearly 20% on
Thursday before recovering. At the same time, the
global Algo systems hit the Brazilian Real hard, sending

T

US EXPORT SALES REACH 661,900 RUNNING
BALES AS PRICES COLLAPSED

he US experienced very aggressive export offtake
during the week ending March 5th, as a total of
661,900 running bales of both upland and Pima for
2019/2020 and 2020/2021 shipment sold. 2019/2020
export sales reached 484,200 running bales of upland
and 17,300 bales of Pima. The key buyers of upland
were Pakistan (161,600 running bales), China (90,900),
Turkey (84,100), Vietnam (47,400), Bangladesh (32,800),
Mexico (24,200), India (13,500), and Indonesia (12,200
bales). The top buyers of Pima were Vietnam (5,600
running bales), Bangladesh (3,600), and China (2,200
bales). 2020/2021 export sales totaled 160,400 running

bales, and the buyers of note were Mexico (91,600
bales), Turkey (20,100), China (15,900), Pakistan
(11,400), and Honduras (6,000 bales). Export shipments
were also brisk at 424,600 running bales of upland and
14,100 running bales of Pima. Total 2019/2020 export
sales now total 15,419,911 running bales.
As discussed above, the heavier Census Bureau
shipment date and the larger USDA shipments now
indicate the USDA target of 16.5 million bales will be
met and likely exceeded.
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AGE OF ALGORITHMS BRINGS RECORD VOLUME
AND VOLATILITY TO GLOBAL FUTURES, EQUITY,
BONDS AND FX MARKETS

A

ccording to the book “Dark Pools,” the average
holding period for a share of stock in 2000
was eight months. That was the same year the
Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) was formed and the
year that US President Clinton signed the Commodity
Futures Modernization Act. By 2008, the year ICE
took possession of the New York Board of Trade, the
average holding period had fallen to two months.
Today, the average holding period is only 20 seconds.
For futures, the average holding period in 2012
remained 2-8 days. However, today it is seconds for
many of our markets. March 2020 will be remembered
for a host of Black Swan events and record volumes
and volatility. The China Wuhan Virus will stand out
in history for its Black Swan attributes, as it continues
to shake the global financial system with its many
unknowns. After watching the virus-induced panic
shake the foundation of China, it is now bringing the
economies of Europe and the US under its influence.
While China destroyed the lives of millions with its
draconian measures to stop the spread internally, the
rest of world has been attempting to manage it under
more humane measures. What has made the virus so
difficult for the financial markets to handle has been
the lack of reliable information and data. China’s
refusal to allow US experts in, and their allowing
officials to attempt to plant wild unfounded theories on
social media of its coming from the US military, have
contributed to the panic.

has added new anxiety, as these systems moved in
record swings in seconds, and as the systems attempted
to analyze the headlines and developments of a virus
that is compared to the Spanish Flu. That pandemic
occurred in 1918, long before electronic trading began.
Last week was clearly a week of unbelievable panic
across all asset classes, as the machines ruled and
human judgment was absent. By Friday there were
actually a few asset managers that took back control
from the machines and began to implement asset
management by humans. Futures in comparison to
other asset classes looked tame.
The week began with a new Black Swan event that
further shook the global financial markets; Saudi Arabia
attempted to get Russia to go along with an OPEC
plan to cut oil production to boost prices. After Russia
failed to agree, Saudi Arabia announced an all-out price
war, offering a discount of 6-8 USD a barrel on oil to
its customers. Then came the Monday opening of the
energy markets with a record 22% drop in the price of
crude oil, as WTI opened at 32 USD a barrel. It went
on to fall below 31 USD a barrel for a 25% loss. This, of
course, had lots of impact as all energy-company shares
collapsed. One highly leveraged 3 X Long oil/gas ETF
fell more than 80% in value due to the leverage. The
collapse also triggered debate over the entire US shale
oil industry. Then came the impact on the currencies,
with the Brazilian Real, Mexican Peso, Chilean Peso,
Colombian Peso, and Russian Ruble collapsing. The
Mexican peso lost 5.71% of its value. The tone was set
for the week, as the Algorithmic systems created havoc.
The greatest example was found in the Australian
dollar, which suffered a wave of selling as the Algos
hunted for liquidity in the early hours of Monday,
moving from 66.85 per USD to 63.13 and then back

These features have made the virus difficult for the
financial markets to manage. China shut its markets and
then introduced measures that did not allow selling
and provided state funded support, while the reminder
of the world kept markets open. The new age of
Algorithm trading and its extreme volume generation
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to 65.87 in a short period of time. This 5% move
was against the currency of one of the 20th largest
economies. Cotton followed the moves with a collapse
to new lows in a range of 62.50 to 60.50, with volume
heavy.
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conference in which he brought together the leadership
of the major US pharmaceutical retailers, Target, WalMart, CVS, and Walgreens, along with health care
companies, to announce a plan to fight the Wuhan
Virus. This is being called one of the greatest public/
private partnerships in US history. In addition, the
President by executive order announced several new
financial aid programs for sectors of the economy hit by
the virus outbreak.

For cotton, the concern is the impact of the battle
to contain the Chinese Wuhan Virus on the global
economies. Friday there was little doubt of the extreme
changes in US consumer behavior. This was highlighted
by the fact that all major sporting events were canceled
as was all major conventions, and more companies
announced their employees would work from home.
Through two World Wars and a depression, next
week’s annual St Patrick’s Day parade in New York
City has been held uninterrupted since 1762. That is
until this year when it was canceled for the first time.
JP Morgan revised its economic forecast, calling for
negative growth in the US, which technically would
be a recession. Several other investment banks also
called for a global recession. These forecasts also had
major ramifications for China’s hope for a recovery. The
electricity and traffic data suggested success and going
back to work across China, whether it was an exporter,
or a company focused on the domestic market, the
concern is demand. The companies may be open, but
they are not getting orders. Even existing orders may
face issues with the opening of letters of credit as US
and European buyers may invoke the force majeure
clause. For example, one owner of an NBA basketball
team, when asked if he had insurance coverage for
their canceled games, said no, there was no coverage.
Many of the companies with canceled events would
have grounds to invoke the clause, thus Chinese
companies will find no relief in export orders.

The next session of note occurred on Thursday, which
we believe may have been the first sign of a market
capitulation, as the panic appeared to reach a zenith
and with the declines reaching extremes. A Wednesday
night address to the nation by President Trump failed
to calm the mood, as he declared a travel ban on
Europe that went into effect Friday night. The market
panic began in Asia, accelerated in Europe, and moved
quickly to the US and the Americas. The currency
markets again were the center of massive trading
volumes as the Mexican Peso came under new pressure
falling to a record low of 22.9785 per USD. The
Brazilian Real declined to a record low of 5.0258, while
the Brazilian stock market fell 20% before recovering.
The European equity markets closed from 10.87% to
14.06% lower. In the US, the DJIA closed 10% lower.
Cotton again followed, falling to yet another new low
of 59.35, with volume surging to over 78,000 contracts.
By Friday, the Algo’s were still in control and on the
rampage, with all the markets experiencing heavy
volume and additional wild swings. However, the panic
had eased, and by the close the DJIA surged to close
9.36% higher. The change in tone was the result of
an aggressive public/private partnership announced
by President Trump during a late afternoon news
11
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offtake of demand was also noted from China. Overall,
the Trade was the most active buyer of ICE futures,
while the Managed Funds and HFT Fund traders were
the major sellers. No selling from origin has been
noted.

China’s ZCE cotton futures closed Friday at a new
contract low of 11, 760 RB or 76.33 US cents a lb. on
the May contract. The close reflected a loss for the
week of 905 RB a ton or 5.87 cents. Volume was also
heavy on Friday at 814,480 contracts. Cotton trade in
China is very slow, and the futures are at a discount to
the China Cash Cotton Index, which closed at 12,555
RB a ton or 81.58 cents a lb. on Friday. The Cotlook
A Index ended the week at near 78.95 US cents a lb.
after VAT and import tax. ICE futures put in a much
stronger performance with the May contract losing only
2.3 cents. Friday’s price action created a very important
outside range technical measurement. Volume was
heavy as May experienced a range of 61.91 to 58.57
cents before closing at 60.49. The CFTC data showed
that the Managed Funds have moved to a net short
of 7,946 contracts as of Tuesday, and by Friday the
Managed Funds were likely to be near 25,000 net short.

Friday’s outside range session suggests that this market
collapse may be near an end. Such price action often
suggests exhaustion selling. A Managed Fund net short
of near 25,000 contracts has in the past been a normal
net short position. To move past that point would
be unusual but of course possible. If the 58.57 low
in May holds, it may trigger an end to the Managed
Fund selling. Non-Chinese demand has been strong,
and at current price levels cotton is very competitive,
even with its premium to polyester. A close above 62
cents would suggest a bottom. We also believe that the
Dec 2021 and forward futures have been too heavily
discounted by this event and should adjust. These are,
however, unusual times, and this bear may not be easy
to put to an end. What is for sure is that the entire
global market structure has been pushed to extremes,
and that panic appeared to reach at least a near-term
peak Thursday. Only time will tell if this is correct.

Export trade was active last week with US, Brazil, and
African Franc Zone styles moving off into a variety
of destinations. Pakistan, Bangladesh, Indonesia, and
Taiwan all report active offtake. Take up of Indian,
Australian, Pima and Egyptian was also noted. A small
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